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Grammar is Important in IELTS Test
IELTS is explained as an International English language Testing System
which is designed to examining the language proficiency of people who want
to go abroad. This test is taken by people who want to study in English
speaking nations and also for those who wish to get Permanent Residency in
Canada, Australia, and the UK. IELTS include 4 modules such as Listening,
Reading, Writing, and Speaking. All the modules are essential in order to get
higher scores in IELTS test.
Grammar plays an essential role in the IELTS exam because your examiner
wants to check your language proficiency. You do not attempt anyone
question without excellent grammar skills. So, it is a good idea to learn
grammar first if you are thinking to take the IELTS test. Some people easily
practice it at home but who are unable must join our IELTS center in
Ludhiana because we provide easy and simple IELTS tips.

In addition, grammar is not only important for the English language, but this is
also imperative for all languages such as Punjabi, Hindi, Marathi, and
Kannada. Moreover, grammar is necessary for all 4 modules but it varies
from module to modules. Let's see why grammar is so important.
How the Grammar is too imperative in IELTS exam?
Grammar for Writing Module
IELTS writing includes 2 tasks in both the Academic and General Training
test. In these tasks you have to write 400 words such as 150 was in task1
and 250 was in task 2. your both tasks are examined according to four
factors, for example, task achievement, grammatical range and accuracy,
lexical resource, and cohesion and coherence. In addition, no matter how
much vocabulary you use in your writing but if your sentence is meaningless
or grammar-free then you should not able to get even 5 bands in writing.
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Grammar for Speaking Module
Speaking module is of 15 mins which include general questions, cue card,
and follow-ups. You have to answer this question with complete accuracy and
fluency. Your examiner will examine you and your language proficiency on
the basis of 4 factors such as pronunciation and grammatical range, lexical
resource, fluency, and coherence. No matter how fluent you are grammatical
range is necessary for good communication.
IELTS Listening and Reading
Many people think that grammar is not necessary for the Listening and
Reading module but it is wrong. Since proper grammar is needed to select
correct answers and also to understand the questions. In reading and
listening, many candidates do an article and preposition mistakes which are
responsible to detect their bands. So, grammatical range and accuracy are
also imperative for both these modules.
How to learn grammar at home?
You should simply practice simple grammar exercises at home but first, you
must understand the grammar rules from the trained person or who know the
English very well. After that, you should practice grammar daily or try to
communicate in English with your friend's and colleagues in order to learn it in
a proper way. It is a good idea to improve your mistakes and language also.

